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READ ME! 
See the Information Board for further info about workshops, program changes, and other activities.

Workshifts for All! 
Workshifts are the way this conference works. We count on all conference attendees for two hours of 
work, as a minimum. We need your cooperation in order to have good food on time, quality childcare, a
trash-free site, and quick responses in emergencies. Plus, workshifts are a great way to get to know 
other people. Sign up at the registration table and make sure to show up for your shift. 

Parking 
You are free to access your car in the parking field at any time. Please do not make excessive noise in 
the parking area especially at night. We want to keep our neighbors happy with us. If you have limited 
mobility there is a special parking area for you. Ask someone at Registration and they will direct you.

Stay in conference areas
Please do not go into the main area of Twin Oaks unless you are on a guided tour or during the 
Saturday night dance party at ZK, the community's main dining hall. It's not that we don't love you. 
This event has a big impact on the community and we need to minimize that where we can.

Announcements 
Conference organizers and others will be making announcements throughout the weekend. Please help 
us out by quieting down when someone is making an announcement. If you want an announcement 
made, you can write it down and put it in the box at the registration table. 

Fires and Quiet Hours
Please do not make fires anywhere except the fire circle in the Main Circle. Please observe quiet hours 
starting at 11pm. Normal conversation volume is fine in the Main Circle, but discontinue drums or 
other loud instruments, and please be quiet in the camping areas so people can sleep. If people ask you 
to quiet down please cooperate.

River, Riverfield, and Mudpit 
The River, riverfield, and mudpit are available all day for swimming, mudpit, frisbee, etc. Please play 
carefully—there is no lifeguard. It’s a 30-minute walk down the River Trail. Take a map and follow the 
blue dots on the trees and the “River” signs. 
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Friday Schedule
3:00pm Registration opens

4:00 – 6:00pm Tour of Twin Oaks

6:00 – 7:30pm Dinner

7:30 – 10:00pm Welcome and introductions
Community and the Crisis of Capitalism

Saturday Schedule
7:30 – 8:30am Yoga/Mediation in the Big Dome

7:30 – 9:00am Breakfast

9:00 – 9:30am Opening Circle

9:30am – Noon Meet the Communities

10:00am – Noon Tour of Twin Oaks

Noon – 1:30pm Lunch

1:15 – 5:45pm Workshops

Pavilion Crossroads Ladyslipper Big Dome

1:15 – 
2:35pm

Beyond Diversity to 
Liberation

Networking for Impact Why is My 
Community So 
White?

Building Resilience 
through Disaster 
Preparedness

2:40 – 
4:10pm

Attracting Diverse 
People to Intentional
Communities

Black and Native Land
Legacies & Intentional
Communities

How to Visit 
Intentional 
Communities

Communal Living: A 
game of life

4:25 – 
5:45pm

A Community 
Economic Canvas

Legal Clinic Youth, Elders, 
and the future of a
Movement

Sacred Clowning

3:30 – 5:30pm Tour of Twin Oaks

6:00 – 7:30pm Dinner

7:30 – 9:30pm Documentary screenings at the Pavilion

8:00 – late Desserts and dance party at ZK (Twin Oaks dining hall)
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Sunday Schedule
7:30 – 8:30am Yoga/Mediation in the Big dome

7:30 – 9:00am Breakfast

9:00 – 11:00am Tour of Twin Oaks

9:15 – 10:35am Workshops

Pavilion Crossroads Ladyslipper  Big Dome

Community Land Co-
ops and Decolonizing 
Urban Ecovillage

Together as one body: 
gender, power, and 
multiplicity

Will Raise Money 
for Sanity

Community: A 
Love Story

11:00am – Noon Open Space Organizing

Noon – 1:15pm Lunch

1:00 – 4:00pm Open Space Sessions

4:00 – 4:30pm “Closing” Circle

5:00 – 9:30pm Open Houses at local communities

5:00 – 9:30pm Tour, dinner and activities at Acorn Community

6:00 – 7:00pm Dinner at conference site

7:30 – 9:30pm Documentary screening at the Pavilion

Monday Schedule
7:30 – 9:00am Breakfast

9:00am – Noon Inclusivity and Social Justice – Deep dive session 1

Noon – 1:00pm Lunch

1:00 – 4:00pm Inclusivity and Social Justice – Deep dive session 2

5:00 – 6:30pm Dinner
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Program Descriptions
Tours of Twin Oaks Community - Meet at Main Registration Tent
Friday, 4:00 – 6:00pm
Saturday, 10:00am – Noon and  3:30 – 5:30pm
Sunday, 9:00 – 11:00am

Twin Oaks is the country's oldest and largest secular, income-sharing, intentional community. You'll get
an extensive look at the community and an understanding of how this unique model of cooperative 
living functions.

Friday Evening Program
Friday, 7:30 – 10:00pm, Pavilion

After a brief welcome and announcement, we’ll have some ice-breaker exercises to help get you 
connected. Afterwards we’ll have a short presentation from the People of Color Sustainable Housing 
Network to help get us thinking about the themes of inclusivity and social justice. Finally, we’ll have 
our keynote presentation, by Ed Whitfield.  Ed will talk about economics of capitalism, the impending 
crisis, and the significance of productively creating meaning in community.

Ed has lived in Greensboro, NC since 1970. He is co-Managing Director of the Fund for Democratic 
Communities, and serves on the boards of the Highlander Research and Education Center and the New 
Economy Coalition. Originally from Little Rock, Arkansas, Ed’s political activism started with 
attending Little Rock Central High School and beginning to do anti-war work as a teenager. Ed retired 
after 30 years in industry before becoming involved with philanthropy. He now speaks and writes on 
issues of cooperatives and economic development while continuing to be interested in issues of war 
and peace, as well as education and social responses to racism.

Yoga & Meditation: All experience levels welcome
Saturday and Sunday, 7:30 – 8:30am, Big Dome

Start the day by connecting with your breath and body. We’ll do some gentle warm ups, move into a 
few powerful strengthening poses, and then settle into a guided iRest Yoga Nidra meditation. We’ll 
explore the body, the breath, the mind, and simply see what’s present without judgement. Yoga Nidra is
a powerful tool for both deep relaxation as well as healing from trauma. Bring a yoga mat if you have 
one, and wear either stretchy or loose clothing.

Meet the Communities
Saturday, 9:30am – Noon, Main Circle

In the first part of this activity, each community represented will have 1 minute to describe themselves 
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to the crowd, and then identify where they'll be sitting. In the second part, participants mill and mingle 
amongst the congregated communitarians, asking questions and networking.

Documentary Screening
Saturday and Sunday, 7:30pm, Pavilion

We’re excited to screen the documentaries Arc of Justice, and Holding Ground and Gaining Ground. 
Arc of Justice chronicles the remarkable journey of black farmers in the south who created the first 
community land trust that grew out of the Civil Rights Movement. Holding Ground and Gaining 
Ground document the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative in Boston, MA, detailing an amazing 
story of a neglected neighborhood challenging gentrification and discrimination to take control of its 
destiny. It’s an inspiring story of a neighborhood creating a level of community most people never 
would have thought possible.  

Party over here!
Saturday, 8:00 – Late, ZK (Twin Oaks main dining hall)

What conference would be complete without a dance party? Come get down in the heart of Twin Oaks. 
Dessert will be served.

Open Space
Sunday, organizing at 11am, Pavilion, Sessions after lunch in various locations

Open Space is an opportunity for any participant to offer a workshop or catalyze a discussion on any 
topic you want. Participants will make their pitch during the Organizing session, and all participants 
will work together to determine the schedule for the afternoon sessions.

Open House at local communities
Sunday, 5:00 – 9:30pm, Living Energy Farm and Cambia
Louisa County has had several new communities start over the last few years. Living Energy Farm 
aims to be a fossil fuel free community, while Cambia’s focus is on families, interpersonal 
relationships, and culture creation. Spend some time Sunday evening at one or both of these 
communities, find out what life in a new community is like, and get inspired. 

Tour, dinner and activities at Acorn Community
Sunday, 5:00 – 9:30pm, Acorn Community

Tours will be available at Acorn beginning between 5pm and 6pm.  Meet your tour guides in the 
volleyball court, next to the parking lot. Tours will include our business (Southern Exposure Seed 
Exchange), gardens, and community buildings, with a different focus depending on your requests and 
the tour guide's inclinations. We will serve dinner around 6:30pm, and light a bonfire when it gets dark.
Feel encouraged to bring musical instruments and games. Activities at Acorn end at 9:30pm.
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Workshop Descriptions and
Presenter Bios
Beyond Diversity to Liberation
Saturday, 1:15 – 2:35pm, Pavilion

Description: In this workshop, we will explore the historical roots of black intentional communities 
movement highlighted by Jessica Gordon Nembhard in her book Collective Courage, and The Arc of 
Justice, which chronicles the remarkable journey of black farmers and the first land trust that grew out 
of the Civil Rights movement. We will also highlight visionary present-day community & cohousing 
projects that are grasping at the root causes of racialized displacement, environmental racism, and 
wealth inequality by building cooperative and participatory housing models that are led by 
communities of color, indigenous peoples, LGBTQ-identified communities and low-income 
communities. Among those is the Permanent Real Estate Cooperative, a scalable model that can raise 
funds through investments and is designed by its members.

Bio: Marissa Ashkar and Tavi Baker are from The People of Color Sustainable Housing Network 
(POCSHN) is a resource network for people of color interested in building intentional, healthy, and 
affordable housing communities in the San Francisco Bay Area and beyond. Since starting in February 
2015, it has grown to become an intergenerational network hosting quarterly potlucks, tours, study 
groups, and educational workshops. The network was established in response to extreme increases in 
housing costs, rapid gentrification, and the lack of socio-economic diversity among the intentional 
community movement across the United States.

Networking For Impact: People, places, and tools for a global 
movement
Saturday, 1:15 – 2:35pm, Crossroads

Description: Changemakers are no longer asking “What can we do?” but rather, “How can we take 
what we are doing to the next level?” How can we collaborate for greater impact, network globally, and
preserve the value of local relationships? Such questions are at the heart of building a more beautiful 
world. As a global nomad, spearheading initiatives to connect organizations within the communities 
movement, I’ll share insights from the front lines of collaborative ventures. Gain tips for activating 
your own networks of impact and connect with fellow changemakers at the Conference.

Bio: Cynthia works with communities internationally – catalyzing people, places, and ideas towards a 
regenerative future. She serves on the board of Global Ecovillage Network and Fellowship for 
Intentional Community, is co-founder of NextGENNA and a coordinator for NuMundo.
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Why is My Community So White?: A workshop for ICs who 
want to become more diverse
Saturday, 1:15 – 2:35pm, Ladyslipper

Description: I. What Has Not Worked: share what you’ve tried in your IC to become more diverse that 
has not worked. II. Becoming More Diverse is a Process: once we embark on becoming more diverse, 
it’s a process. III. The Hurdles We Face: three common areas of hurdles to incorporating diversity in 
ICs; we will link each hurdle to solution strategies. IV. Introduction: a communications exercise we 
call, “Please Offend Me.” V. Practice: participants try out “Please Offend Me.” VI. Sharing about the 
Exercise VII. Where to Go from Here?: Next steps & facilitated follow-up discussion offered at 
mealtime.

Bio: G. Paul is a communard at Compersia in DC, formerly of Acorn & works with Point A. Courtney 
is a protest singer, songwriter, adventurer, poet, organizer & warrior queen. She is not your Negro. 
Michael web-consults, performs & is forming an IC on slave-ancestral land in sw Virginia with Beth.

Building Resilience through Disaster Preparedness
Saturday, 1:15 – 2:35pm, Big Dome

Description: We cannot control the forces of nature, which can cause significant disturbances in the 
infrastructure that we depend upon. However, we can be prepared to respond in a way that will 
maintain the integrity of the systems that keep us healthy. We will explore the following: 1) potential 
natural occurrence that could produce a disaster, 2) the more fragile or robust infrastructural systems 
that might be compromised, 3) the assets and skills within the community that can be utilized to repair 
or establish temporary systems.

Bio: Hayley Joyell Smith is the program director at The Farm Ecovillage Training Center. She earned a
masters in geoscience from NC State, where she researched sustainability and the impact science 
education has on decision making. She is president of PHLUSH, which promotes disaster sanitation.

Attracting Diverse People to Intentional Communities
Saturday, 2:40 – 4:10pm, Pavilion

Description: People of color have traditionally not been represented in intentional communities. We’ll 
examine the historical and contemporary barriers to increasing diversity in communities. After 
discussing the minority experience of joining a community, we’ll look at ways communities can 
actively recruit diverse people at all stages of community building.

Bio: Crystal Byrd Farmer is an engineer turned educator. She is the organizer of Charlotte Cohousing, 
supporting three forming communities. She is passionate about encouraging people to change their 
perspectives on diversity, relationships, and the world. She loves organizing meetups, teaching, and 
playing with her six year old daughter. As the owner of Big Sister Team Building, she leads team 
building exercises and creates mobile escape room experiences.
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Black and Native American Land Legacies & Intentional 
Communities: Exploring responsibilities and offering support
Saturday, 2:40 – 4:10pm, Crossroads

Description: What is the historical legacy of lands we build communities on? This workshop starts 
from the presenters’ exploration of the African-American and Native American history and legacy of 
the land of our intentional community Donald’s View, in southwestern Virginia. It also includes brief 
research into the patterns and history of Black land loss and Native American land loss. While we may 
think of ourselves as poor, we are land-rich. Many historically have not been so lucky. What is our 
connection to their history? What are the opportunities for exploring our responsibility toward them?

Bio: Michael Brickler web-consults, performs & is forming an IC on slave-ancestral land in sw 
Virginia. Beth Raps is a Beloved Community organizer & philosopher; she’s helping form Donald’s 
View IC in sw Virginia.

How to Visit Intentional Communities
Saturday, 2:40 – 4:10pm, Ladyslipper

Description: In love with the idea of living in community, but aren’t ready to make the leap? Want to 
gather information from successful communities before starting your own? Looking for a home? Well, 
I think it’s a good idea to get some first-hand experience visiting or trying on a few communities before
making that leap. Come to this interactive Q&A to learn:

• How to arrange different kinds of visits according to your budget
• How to prepare
• How to be a good visitor
• How to get and give the most during your visit
• How to evaluate your experience

Bio: Anita Budhraja visited and lived in intentional communities around the world for 6 years. She 
helped found Compersia Community and currently lives at Maitri House, an intentional community in 
the Washington, DC area.

Communal Living: A game of life
Saturday, 2:40 – 4:10pm, Big Dome

Description: This workshop is all about playing games that simulate the challenges and opportunities 
of communal living. In a series of team challenges as well as role-playing games we will examine 
issues of trust, communication, individualism vs. collectivism, decision making and policies, and why 
it is that most communities fail within the first few years.

Bio: Gil Benmoshe has been in the communities movement for almost 20 years. He earned his graduate
degree studying intentional communities and has continued to research and speak at public events 
about the challenges and opportunities of cooperative living. Gil currently lives at Cambia in VA.
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A Community Economic Canvas
Saturday, 4:25 – 5:45pm, Pavilion

Description: Using a modified tool that had been developed for modeling startup and expanding 
businesses, Ed will map an entire community ecosystem and outline what stands in stark contradiction 
to the prevailing inhumane and non-sustainable realities.

Bio: See bio under Friday Evening Program.

Legal Clinic for Intentional Communities
Saturday, 4:25 – 5:45pm, Crossroads

Description: Are you forming or planning to form an intentional community? Selecting a legal 
structure and tax status may be tedious and confusing, but can also be vitally important to the success 
of your community. This workshop will open with a short introduction framing the importance of:

• Choosing a legal entity (LLC, corporation, LCA)
• Choosing a tax status (S corp, partnership, 501(d), 501(c)(7))
• Choosing which documents and agreements to put in place legally (operating 

agreement/bylaws, foundational policies) in order to manage legal risk, minimize taxation, and 
put safeguards in place against existential threats to the commune.

Come prepared with your specific issues and questions for guidance and connection to  resources.

Bio: Bougie Galore is an attorney in Washington, DC who helped found Compersia Community. When
not writing commune legal documents, she is playing with her kids, cooking, or dancing.

Youth, Elders, and the Future of a Movement
Saturday, 4:25 – 5:45pm, Ladyslipper

Description: The thriving of villages and communities, much like movements, depend on younger 
generations stepping into leadership. They also depend on older generations gracefully stepping into 
eldership, guiding with wisdom and passing on power when it comes time. Healthy intergenerational 
relations are key to healthy communities. Youth and elders alike are welcome to join us in exploring 
this important issue. Lend your voice the the discussion and speak directly across the age divide in a 
facilitated space. 

Bio: The session will be led by members of NextGEN, the youth movement of the Global Ecovillage 
Network, including Cynthia Tina (see bio under Networking for Impact workshop)

Sacred Clowning: The wisdom of the fool
Saturday, 4:25 – 5:45pm, Big Dome

Description: Clowns have traditionally been teachers and leaders throughout the history of the human 
race. We live in a clown-less culture, so we have unfortunately forgotten this. Clowns carry the wisdom
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of the ages in the form of the fool, the madman and the innocent. There is a wealth of insight and 
inspiration to be gained through the absurd and irreverent antics of the Sacred Clown, especially at this 
dramatic time of our history. Join us for an immersion into the crazy wisdom of the sacred fool. 
Through silliness, play, theater, movement and group games we will easily shed our cultural limitations
and open ourselves to the higher powers of our “inner child”. We will allow ourselves to be authentic 
and outlandish. We will push the limits as we bring more joy and wisdom to the world we live in.

Bio: Dagen Julty is a professional clown, an artist, an activist, a musician and a mystic. He teaches 
classes and workshops in clowning, circus skills, creativity and Sacred Clowning in the North East 
USA. He currently lives in upstate New York.

Community Land Co-ops and the Decolonizing Urban 
Ecovillage
Sunday, 9:15 – 10:35am, Pavilion

Description: Systems of social and environmental domination are impossible for communities to break
away from. It’s hardly easier today than decades ago for a working-class family of color to find an 
affordable, comfortable place in cohousing, communes, or ecovillages — and it’s hardly easier for a 
community in formation to find an affordable, comfortable place in real estate markets or the zoning 
and banking systems. These problems share a common root. As an alternative to the more utopian and 
neoliberal communities approaches, let’s consider an approach based on healing. We’ll explore 
Ecovillage Neighborhood development as an alternative to ecologically violent “greenfield” 
construction and socially violent gentrification. And we’ll explore Community Land Cooperatives as a 
means to begin healing the financial and power inequities that stand between we the people and a 
peaceful prosperity on the land.

Bio: The Ecovillagers Alliance (or “EVA”) is a volunteer organization of professional organizers, 
teachers, communicators, and social entrepreneurs. EVA exists to serve Ecovillagers Cooperative’s 
founding membership, by producing an organizational framework, financial model, legal preparation, 
and above all education, to support EVC through its crucial first steps.

Together as One Body: Gender, power, and multiplicity
Sunday, 9:15 – 10:35am, Crossroads

Description: There is so much more to sharing (a body, a community) than “multiple personalities”. 
Led by the Redwoods, a charming collective of many people in one body, aka a multiple system, this 
workshop explores experiences of multiplicity in larger community movements, and the hard and 
hilarious lessons it yields for all kinds of cooperation. Through roleplaying and personal testimony, 
learn the truth beyond diagnoses and myths, and about the complexity of gender, neurology, and 
identity, particularly in building communities.

Bio: The Redwoods are a co-conscious collaborative of 6 people living in one trans body. We work to 
build equity internally among members of different ages, genders, etc. We love and give back to 
movements like environmental, trans and disability justice, through facilitation, organizing, and 
advocacy.
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Will Raise Money for Sanity
Sunday, 9:15 – 10:35am, Ladyslipper

Description: When we’re raising money it’s easy to fall into a victim or an oppressor mentality. But 
there’s a third option: mutual empowerment. You can fundraise from the perspective of an empowered 
asker who contributes to the empowerment of a donor just by asking them, no matter what their 
response is. This workshop will emphasize, help you identify, and keep sane, clear boundaries when 
you are raising money, no matter how you are doing it or what you plan to use the money for (as long 
as it’s ethical and genuinely important to you). You’ll come away with a clearer understanding of what 
your job is and is not when it comes to raising money, how to take responsibility for your job, how to 
let go of boundaries you don’t want to set when fundraising, what kinds of fundraising nauseate you, 
and what kinds feel ok or even good to you.

Bio: Beth Raps – “I’ve been raising money for three decades. I founded a coaching and consulting 
practice called RAISING CLARITY: peaceful, ethical money management and nonprofit fundraising.”

Community: A love story
Sunday, 9:15 – 10:35am, Big Dome

Description: Intentional Communities are often like starting a business and a romantic relationship 
wrapped up in one. It’s no wonder that they often have failure rates as high as small businesses and 
marriages too. Often when joining an IC people experience the same feelings of being in love- 
exhilaration, euphoria, increased energy, but what happens when the honeymoon is over? This 
workshop will help illustrate how living in community is very similar to the stages of romance and 
long-term relationships. You will find out what stage you are in, and why you and other community 
members seem to be speaking “another language” to each other. Here you will find practical advice 
with opportunities for self-reflection using group participation to illustrate examples and determine the 
focus our session takes. Things we will cover: The two actions that will determine the longevity of your
community. How appreciation and love can be given frequently, but not felt and cause conflict. The 
best way to have your community members fall in love with each other.

Bio: As a co-founder of The Transition, Nicole Bienfang has dedicated her life to increasing the impact
social change makers have on society. She is a research driven, lifelong learner, who uses that 
knowledge to build stronger relationships among communities with individuals from around the world.
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Monday Program
A Deeper Dive into the themes of Inclusivity and Social Justice

Intentional communities are a response to problems in society. They are a recognition that some of the 
essentials that make community what it us, mutual support, love and caring, sharing lives and 
livelihood in a meaningful and satisfying way, are lacking in the world. Not all intentional communities
share the same political or social views. Some mirror the trend towards isolationism and protectionism 
we see politics today. But most value, at least in theory, diversity, equality, and sustainability, and want 
to help create a world that works for everyone.

Intentional communities have a unique opportunity to address oppression and privilege. And while 
most value diversity, they often struggle to achieve it. Why? This is one of the questions that will be 
addressed through many of the workshops at the conference this year. How do racism, classism, hetero-
cis-sexism, and other forms of oppression play out within intentional communities? How can they 
become truly accessible and inclusive spaces? How can people with privilege, especially white people 
and men, let go of their privilege or put it in the service of others? How can intentional communities 
help address oppression in larger society, both directly and by providing accessible and relevant 
alternatives?
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